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Supplementary Information

S1. Files containing climate change patterns

The final climate pattern scaling set is available in two versions: A: with precipitation normalised (file pattRelPrFin_v3c.zip, see Data and Methods), and B: without normalisation (file pattFin_v3c.zip).

Each of the two dataset versions contains 22 directories with named after GCMs considered in this study (pattRelPR_d2_GCMNAME and patt_d2_GCMNAME in version A and B, respectively). Each directory contains 12 ASCII text files with names corresponding to months they represent. Each file contains a one-line header followed by 1631 lines, each one containing patterns for a single location. Meaning of consecutive columns is as follows:


IMOGEN EBM calibration parameters are given in Table 2.

The files with precipitation normalised can be downloaded from the UK Environmental Information Data Centre (EIDC; \texttt{http://eidc.ceh.ac.uk})
S2. Trends in annual precipitation change - comparison with IPCC data

Figure S1. Annual means and variation (2 x SD) in the monthly patterns of local precipitation change per degree warming over all land (mm yr\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), across 22 GCMs. In regions marked with stippling more than 90% of the models agree in the sign of the change, while in regions marked with hatching less than 66% of the models agree in the sign of the change. This figure has been prepared to enable comparison with Figure 10.9 in Meehl et al (2007).

S3. Homogenisation of GCM resolutions and land masks

GCMs differ between each other in terms of how precisely they represent the Earth surface’s detail (as represented in the “land mask” variable SFTLF). Spatial resolution of these data varies between GCMs (Table 1), ranging from hundreds of kilometres (e.g. GISS models, or INM-CM3.0) to around 50 km (e.g. MIROC3.2hires). Concerning grid spacing, data are mapped on either a regular or a Gaussian grid. In addition, GCM grid-boxes are split into land and water in a number of ways (see below). This diversity of output spatial properties alone imposes a challenge for data end-users, including policymakers.

Implementation of CMIP3 patterns in the IMOGEN system included transforming all types of WCRP CMIP3 grids into one, which was chosen to be the UKMO-HadCM3, based on the need for compatibility with previous applications of the tool.
There are four types of land mask: (i) binary (each grid box is 100% land, or 100% water, e.g. UKMO-HadCM3), (ii) continuous without inland waters (from 0% to 100% of land, e.g. UKMO-HadGEM1), (iii) binary for oceans, continuous for inland waters (e.g. GISS models), (iv) continuous with inland waters (MIROC3.2(hires)). This is important because the IMOGEN tool was originally designed to model impact over land (excluding Antarctica), assuming different warming rate for land and ocean areas, and therefore the climate patterns used to drive it need to apply to land as much as possible. In order to achieve that, the following procedure was implemented.

First, spatial resolution of CMIP3 data was homogenized to 1 x 1 degree through bilinear interpolation. Subsequently, the data were re-mapped onto the HadCM3 model grid with binary representation of land and ocean and no inland freshwater bodies. The mapping procedure distinguishes between land, ocean and mixed areas, and allows for minor spatial shifts in grid boxes in order to preserve the land/ocean contrast in surface variables. Since the initial 1 x 1 degree resolution is finer than in the HadCM3 grid, this enables the procedure of segregation of fine grid-boxes overlapping with a particular HadCM3 land grid-box, according to the proportion of land they represent. When ‘100%’ land fine grid-boxes are present, only these are averaged and assigned the HadCM3 grid-box. Fractional land grid-boxes are used in the absence of 100% land and in the rare cases when no land overlaps with the HadCM3 land grid-box then the immediate neighbourhood is included in the procedure. Land areas represented in the final output may exhibit a significantly altered behaviour (in terms of mean surface temperature and Top-Of-Atmosphere radiative fluxes); however, this dataset is only used to characterise ‘pure’ land occurring within, or nearby, each grid-box, while the assessment of global changes in temperature, or modelling of the energy balance of land and ocean is done using AOGCM data in its original format.

Relationship between the radiative forcing due to CO₂ increase and the surface temperature increase over land and ocean is derived based on the original GCM data, before its mapping onto UKMO-HadCM3 grid. It relies on the decoupling of energy fluxes over land and oceans, which in the ‘continuous’ grids is hampered into a small extent because of the existence of grid-boxes containing both land and ocean, where partitioning of energy fluxes between land and ocean with full certainty is not possible. In the case of a few grids which represent inland fresh water, the UKMO-HadCM3 representation of inland was used to over-write the original land fraction values.
Table S1. Type of overlap between land grid-boxes of the UKMO-HadCM3 grid and corresponding areas across other 22 GCM considered in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping case</th>
<th>Number of cases</th>
<th>Fraction of the dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 only 100% land overlaid and averaged</td>
<td>32900</td>
<td>0.6281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 some 100% land overlaid and averaged (ocean and mixed areas)</td>
<td>14012</td>
<td>0.2675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 100% land found in the neighbourhood and 100% land cases averaged</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 no 100% land in the neighbourhood found, so take mixed land (≥50%) from the grid-box</td>
<td>5109</td>
<td>0.0975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 no 100% land in the neighbourhood found, so take mixed land (&gt;0%) from the grid-box</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 no 100% land in the neighbourhood found, nor mixed land in the grid-box, but mixed land in the neighbourhood</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 no land at all found (so simple averaging done)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure S2. Three examples of GCM grids (on the left), representing main grid categories in the CMIP3 dataset. Diagrams on the right show where different re-gridding strategies were applied in order to translate each grid-box into the UKMO-HadCM3 GCM land grid-boxes.